Abstract -Multiplicative inverse is a crucial operation in public key cryptography, and been widely used in cryptography. Public key cryptography has given rise to such a need, in which we need to generate a related public and private pair of numbers, each of which is the inverse of the other. The basic method to find multiplicative inverses is Extended-Euclidean method. In this paper we will propose a new algorithm for computing the inverse, based on continues subtract fraction from integer and divide by fraction to obtain integer that will be used to compute the inverse d. The authors claim that the proposed method more efficient and faster than the existed methods.
Introduction
Modular arithmetic plays an important role in cryptography. Many public-key schemes [2] involve modular exponentiation. Modular inversion, the computation of a b mod 1 − has a part in exponentiation based on additionsubtraction chains [6] , as well as other applications in such public key systems.
The multiplicative inverse of e modulus n is an integer d such that [5] . The study of inverse calculation was an intractable science due to lack of real improvement, the modulus inverse problem is a lot more difficult to solve [1] . However, there were only a few methods.
The first one is trivial and lengthy in calculating the inverse, because it is a sequential search. It starts by In [3] Euclidian described the algorithm in his book, Elements, written around 300 B.C. It is the oldest nontrivial algorithm that has survived to the present day, and it is still a good one. Euclid's algorithm is an efficient method to calculate the greatest common divisor of two integers without factoring them.
Euclidian algorithm can also compute the inverse of a number modulo n , sometimes this is called the extended Euclidean algorithm, this method is based on the idea that if a n > then ) mod , gcd( ) , gcd( a n a n a = , also on finding
in which x is the multiplicative inverse.
Euclidian algorithm is approximately irrelevant to e or n , but other algorithms are affected by e and the modulus n .
Previous methods
In this section we will describe the methods that deal with the computing multiplicative inverse which are as follows: 
Euclid algorithm
= − + = + ← − i n e
Stein Method
In 1967, Stein introduced an inverse algorithm [7] and later improved by Penk Knuth. It is based on the observation that
if both y x, are even, and
x, are both odd.
The algorithm needs about 11 variables, and uses addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and comparison, the complexity is 
Gordon Method
In 1989, Gordon [2] described another algorithm for computing an inverse. It is based on the observation that q at Euclidian method does not need to be the remainder of a n / but it can be any power of 2 up to that limit [4] . The algorithm needs about 9 variables, and uses addition, subtraction, comparison, and shifting. 
Fast Fraction-Integer Method
The idea behind the proposal method is a very simple, based on continues subtract fraction from integer and divide by fraction to obtain integer that will be used to compute the inverse d . The algorithm needs only 6 variables, and uses addition and division only. From that we know that the algorithm above is correct for k i = , but if this is the case we need to prove that (5) 
is also an integer, it means that 
3.2Problem of Fast Fraction-Integer method
We have proved that Fast Fraction-Integer algorithm is correct, but the question is that is it implemental? Yes the algorithm will terminate giving the correct answer when implemented using the computer programming languages. with k will give big value to the error and the error will multiply by k , so as k is increasing the error also will increase so the best approach is to use small values for e .
Conclusions
For security reasons, cryptography recommends smaller values for public keys and bigger values for private keys [4] . The suggested algorithm needs lower values for public keys (lower value of e ) and higher values for private key, which is fully compatible with the preferred cryptography algorithm. The method is simple, fast and needs less storage, and its complexity is also less.
